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WDRS area Summary

1.1 Home Page Changed business contact information on Home Page to no longer be upper case

2.1 Search
Added additional fields of "Accountable County" and "Investigator" to the advanced search 
options

2.2 Search
Renamed several advanced search fields to make them consistent with the Search Event and 
Search Person screens

3.1 Question Packages Adjusted system to identify which cases were previously in PHIMS by filling in the Legacy field

3.2 Question Packages Rephrased specific questions to remain consisent with phrasing in similar questions

3.3 Question Packages
Updated legacy cases from PHIMS to populate the MMWR week and MMWR year for the first 
notification of that case to CDC 

3.4 Question Packages Updated the county list to only only information for TB-related events

4.1 Reports/Security
Adjusted security roles and security groups associated with "TB Counted Cases Detail Report" 
and "TB Not Counted Cases Detail Report"

5.1 Workflows
Added a new workflow "TB Events with Investigator of current user", which allows users to 
see which cases are assigned to them

5.2 Workflows
Corrected "TB Events with lab reports for review" workflow to now display only the relevant 
events

5.3 Workflows Corrected a workflow to include cases missing an accountable county
5.4 Workflows Adjusted security on TB workflows to ensure visiblity to necessary users
5.5 Workflows Made workflow "TB Disease events with legacy data unresolved" available to users

6.1 E-mail/Security
Removed user names and login IDs from the text in the body of email messages "Updated 
Task" and "Updated Task For Case"

7.1 Activity
Updated cases to show as "closed" based on the date indicating that therapy was stopped, or 
that the therapy was never started

8.1 Security Adjusted security roles for TB LHJ Investigators and Supervisors

8.2 Security
Removed shared cases functionality for security reasons.  Workaround for sharing contacts 
will exist in a future release
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